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		 Email campaigns are just one of the ongoing projects I create for this client of more than 10 years. Leading up to every new semester, I must create a compelling campaign of 2-3 separate emails. Each must be fresh. Each must invite the reader to scroll and to click. And each is written, designed, and illustrated by me.

[image: Email newsletter for music classes]

Here’s a book illustration I finished recently where I used a faux underpainting technique to bring out some pinks and magentas.

Do you see them poking out here and there?

Totally vector work-which means it’s infinitely scalable-except for the texture in the grassy area.

Comics need more breathing room than illustration work, so I created edfrednedcomics.com. Read full stories at the new site!

Another illustration for HMH

A vector illustration I created for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

An illustration for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Book cover for a story I’ve written which is currently in the editing stage.

The story is about a class that suddenly comes down with super powers on the day of their class trip to the museum. Naturally, a theft occurs, and the kids must track down the culprit.

What If Vincent Van Gogh had been a #comicbook artist?

This idea came to me on New Years Day, and I worked on it–and almost nothing else–for 5 days straight.

Tons of whirls and swirls created in Adobe Illustrator.

Print available in my Etsy shop. 

An illustration from the book I illustrated for Capstone Publishing and Sports Illustrated Kids: Baseball Buzz

Jackson is excited to play with his team!

A spread from the book I illustrated for Capstone Publishing and Sports Illustrated Kids: Baseball Buzz

Jackson loves to catch the ball.
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			My comics have moved to a new site where you can read them and laugh a little, cuz they’re pretty funny. Anyway, my kids seem to think so.

Click on the image to go to Edfrednedcomics.com


		



	














